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Abstract

People highlight the intended interpretation of their
utterances within a larger discourse by a diverse set of
nonverbal signals. These signals represent a key chal-
lenge for animated conversational agents because they
are pervasive, variable, and need to be coordinated ju-
diciously in an effective contribution to conversation. In
this paper, we describe a freely-available cross-platform
real-time facial animation system,RUTH, that animates
such high-level signals in synchrony with speech and
lip movements.RUTH adopts an open, layered archi-
tecture in which fine-grained features of the animation
can be derived by rule from inferred linguistic structure,
allowing us to useRUTH, in conjunction with annota-
tion of observed discourse, to investigate the meaningful
high-level elements of conversational facial movement
for American English speakers.

1. Introduction

When people communicate, they systematically em-
ploy a diverse set of nonverbal cues, and highlight the
intended interpretation of their utterances. Consider the
example in Figure 1a, the final segment of a brief news
story as read by Judy Fortin on CNN headline news in
October 2000:

(1) NASA scientists have spotted something floating
in space that’s headed our way. But they’re not
sure if it’s an asteroid or part of an old spacecraft.
The odds are one in five hundred the unidentified
object will collide with Earth—far greater than
any similar object ever discovered.

Judy Fortin’s expressive movements in Figure 1a in-
clude a tilting nod toward the right of the frame in syn-
chrony with the prosodic unitfar greater; raised eye-
brows on the prosodic unitany similar object, along with
a brief downward nod onsimilar; and an upward (and
also slightly rightward) head motion onever. We use
the termfacial conversational signalsto refer to move-
ments such as these. In context, these movements link
the utterance with the rest of the story. They juxtapose
the unidentified object with alternative space objects,
emphasize the wide range of objects being considered,
and highlight the unidentified object’s uniqueness. They
thereby call attention to the point of the story—why this
possible collision with Earth, an improbable event by or-
dinary standards, remains newsworthy.

These movements are quite different in character
from the interpersonal and affective dimensions that
have been investigated in most prior research on con-
versational facial animation. For example, Cassell and
colleagues [12, 8] have created agents that use animated
head and gaze direction to manage speaking turns in
face-to-face conversation. Nagao and Takeuchi [27] and
Poggi and Pelachaud and colleagues [33] have created
agents that produce specific emblematic displays (that is,
complete expressions involving brows, mouth, eyes and
head, with a single meaning) to clarify interaction with a
user. Animated emotional displays (and corresponding
differences in personality) have received even wider at-
tention [1, 2, 21, 24, 7]. The movements of Figure 1a do
not engage these interpersonal or affective dimensions;
they signal internalsemanticrelationships within Judy
Fortin’s presentation.

Although these signals and their interpretations have
not been much studied, we believe that they represent a
key challenge for animated conversational agents, be-



TEXT far greater than any similar object ever discovered
INTONATION L+H* !H*H- L+H* !H*L- L+H* L+!H*L-L%

BROWS [ 1+2 ]
HEAD [ TR ] D* U*

Figure 1. Natural conversational facial displays (a, above), a high-level symbolic annotation (b,
middle), and a RUTH animation synthesized automatically from the annotation (c, below).

cause they are so pervasive and so variable. In ex-
ploratory data analysis we have found that, as in Fig-
ure 1a, small head movements related to discourse struc-
ture and interpretation are among the most common
nonverbal cues people provide. And Figure 1a al-
ready shows three qualitatively different head move-
ments which each suit the synchronous speech.

In this paper, we describe a freely-available cross-
platform real-time facial animation system,RUTH (for
Rutgers University Talking Head), which animates such
signals in synchrony with speech and lip movements.
RUTH adopts an open, layered architecture in which fine-
grained features of the animation can be derived by rule
from inferred linguistic structure.RUTH therefore ac-
cepts input simply and abstractly, as a compact sym-
bolic description of conversational behavior. Human an-
alysts can produce such specifications for observed data,
through the process we refer to ascodingor annotation;
human judgments remain necessary where meaning pro-
vides an important aid in classifying behavior.

For example, Figure 1b gives a sense ofRUTH’s input
by presenting the annotation that a group of four analysts
arrived at in coding the original CNN footage from Fig-
ure 1a. The intonation is specified according theTones
and Break Indices(ToBI) standard [34, 3];L+H* , !H*
andL+!H* mark accents on syllables whileH-, L- and
L-L% record tones at the boundaries of prosodic units.
The conversational brow movements are categorized in
terms of thefacial action unit(AU) involved, following

Ekman [16];1+2 is the action unit for the neutral brow
raise. Finally, the head movements are labeled by cate-
gories that we observed frequently in our data:TR for
the tilting nod on a phrase;D* for a downward nod ac-
companying a single syllable; andU* for an upward nod
accompanying a single syllable.

The annotation of Figure 1b exhibits a typical parallel
between verbal and nonverbal channels: units of motion
coincide with units of prosodic phrasing and peaks of
movement coincide with prominent syllables.RUTH’s
animation retains this unity, becauseRUTH orchestrates
the realization of nonverbal signals and speech sounds
and movements as part of a single process with access
to rich information about language and action. Figure 1c
displays still shots fromRUTH’s rendition of the annota-
tion. The comparison is not that the motions of Fortin
andRUTH are identical—the symbolic input that drives
RUTH is much too abstract for that—but that the motions
are sufficiently alike tomeanthe same.

We return to such issues of action and meaning in an-
imated conversational agents in Section 5, but first we
describe the design and implementation ofRUTH more
fully. RUTH implements a pipeline architecture with
well-defined interfaces, described in Section 2, which
supports flexible deployment by allowing for informa-
tion at higher stages to be provided by internal modules
or external applications. At the lowest level (Section 3),
RUTH animates a schedule of animation instructions for
our lifelike character (though not an anatomically realis-
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Figure 2. The architecture of RUTH.

tic one), by applying deformations to a polygonal mesh,
in part using a coarticulation model in the tradition of
[22, 15, 18]. A higher level (Section 4) derives a sched-
ule of animation instructions from annotated text, by in-
strumenting the internal representations of the public-
domain speech synthesizer Festival [4] to keep track of
synchronous nonverbal events and flesh them out into
animation instructions using customizable rules; further
utilities help supportRUTH’s use for dialogue research
and in conversational systems.RUTH achieves frame
rates of 30 per second or better on Solaris Ultra 10s with
Elite 3D graphics, or Pentium III PCs with good graph-
ics cards.

2. Architecture

The architecture ofRUTH is diagrammed in Fig-
ure 2. The program consists of a tier of independent
threads that use queues to coordinate and communicate.
The queue implementation enforces mutual exclusion
for queue operations, and allows threads waiting on the
queue to suspend until the state of the queue changes.
This semantics makes the multithreaded implementation
of stages in the pipeline simple and elegant.

The highest-level thread is thecommand thread,
which interfaces with interactive applications. The com-
mand thread accepts and posts abstract requests for ani-
mation, such as to follow a precomputed script, to syn-
thesize speech and control information from scratch, or
to interrupt an ongoing animation.

Next is the loader thread, which supports flexible
processing in linking animation with speech data. The
loader thread is responsible for populating a realization
queue with specific actions to animate at precise times
relative to the start of speech. It implements a number
of alternative strategies for marshaling the required in-

formation, including communication with the Festival
speech-synthesis server and access to precomputed data.

Finally, thedisplay threadand thesound threadcoor-
dinate to realize the animation, through careful deploy-
ment of operating-systems primitives for concurrency.
The display thread updates model geometry and renders
frames on a real-time schedule driven by a global anima-
tion clock. The sound thread sends data to the audio de-
vice in small units (enabling graceful interruption), and
monitors the results to keep the playing sound and the
animation clock in agreement.

3. Model

RUTH supports deformable polygonal models. We
combine a common underlying geometry of the model
with a set of deformations, parameterized from 0 (repre-
senting no deformation) to 1, which represent indepen-
dent qualitative changes to the model. Current defor-
mations describe six mouth movements and two tongue
movements involved in speech [15], brow action units
1 (inner raise),2 (outer raise), and4 (frowning), smil-
ing and blinking. We apply a deformation by adding
offsets to the underlying geometry; the offset is inter-
polated from key offset values as a piecewise linear
function of the deformation parameter. We also permit
support-mapped rotations and translations over parts of
the model: the eyes rotate; the head rotates and trans-
lates, maintaining a smooth join with the neck.

Our model and some of its deformations are illus-
trated in Figure 3. In designing the model, we have
adopted the esthetic of illustration rather than that of
photorealism, in order to obtain an attractive and believ-
able result within reasonable computational demands.
In all, the model has some 4000 polygons; appearance
is determined by varying material properties rather than
texture. We have moreover attempted to keep the model
relatively ambiguous as to sex, race, and age (e.g. el-
ementary school to young adult); this way, as wide a
range of users as possible can regard themselves and
RUTH as matched, an important aspect of usability [28].

RUTH implements mouth movements for speech us-
ing a coarticulation model in the tradition of [22, 15, 18];
see explanation and references in [18]. The animation
schedule specifiesvisemes, categories of facial appear-
ance that correspond to particular categories of speech
sounds. Visemes havegoals, particular parameters for
offset deformations at peak; anddominance functions,
which characterize how visible these deformations are
in articulation as a function of time. Deformations that
affect the lips (such as smiling) also supply dominance
functions which factor into the computation of speech
lip-shapes. Mouth offsets in each frame are computed



Figure 3. RUTH’s underlying geometry; deformations for 1+2, jaw opening, puckering mouth
corners and raising upper lip.
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Figure 4. Action synchrony with speech

by applying goals for active visemes in relative propor-
tion to their current dominance.

Animation for other facial actions combines a goal
with a parameterized animation template, which di-
rectly describes the degree to which the goal is achieved
over time. Individual actions are then specified in terms
of start time, end time, peak intensity, attack and decay.
Figure 4 shows how we synchronize these parameters
with speech. The final geometry adds the action offsets
and computed mouth offsets to the underlying geometry.

4. Interfacing with speech

Keeping track of animation during the process of
speech synthesis is a perennial problem. We have instru-
mented the open-source Festival speech synthesis sys-
tem [4] so that it synthesizes timing data for speech
and animation as an integrated whole.RUTH’s loader
thread includes a client for the resulting text-to-timed-
animated-speech server.

Festival represents linguistic structures using general
graph representations. A separate graph describes the re-

lationships among elements at each linguistic level; el-
ements can also have arbitrary features, including fea-
tures that establish links between levels of linguistic
analysis. The process of text-to-speech involves repeat-
edly enriching the linguistic representation of input, by
adding new relationships, elements and features. This
process is managed by a fully-customizable flow-of-
control in scheme. Eventually, this process determines a
complete phonetic description of an utterance, including
phones, pitch, junctures, and pauses and their timing;
synthesis is completed by acoustic operations.

Festival’s flexible, open architecture meshes naturally
with the requirements of animation. We specify Fes-
tival input with features on words for head and brow
actions as we have coded them. Figure 5 gives an ex-
ample of such input. We add rules for timing these ac-
tions to Festival’s text-to-speech process. Because of
Festival’s design, these rules can draw on structural and
phonetic considerations in the utterance (as in Figure 4)
by exploring its final phonetic description. We can also
customize remaining quantitative parameters for specific
animation actions. We add a final traversal of utterance’s
phonetic representation so that the server can output a
series of visemes and animation commands correspond-
ing to a synthesized waveform. ForRUTH, we have also
reinstrumented Festival (debugging and extending the
standard release) to control pitch by annotation [17, 26];
we use OGI CSLU synthesis and voices [23].

Animation schedules and speech waveforms output
by Festival can be saved, reused and modified directly.
This makes it easy to visualize low-level variations in
timing and motion. We also support similar visual-
izations involving recorded speech, drawing on off-the-
shelf tools to put waveforms in temporal correspondence
with their transcripts and to annotate the results.

5. Discussion

Conversation brings motions and requirements be-
yond the the lip-synch and emotional expression em-



((far ((accent "L+H*") (jog "TR")))
(greater ((accent "!H*") (tone "H-") (jog)))
(than ( (brow "1+2")))
(any ( ))
(similar ((accent "L+H*") (jog "D*")))
(object ((accent "!H*") (tone "L-") (brow)))
(ever ((accent "L+H*") (jog "U*")))
(discovered((accent "L+!H*") (tone "L-L%"))))

Figure 5. Tagged speech input to Festival corresponding to Figure 1b; files use jog for head
motions and single tags (e.g. (jog) ) to signal ends of movements.

phasized in such prior models as Cohen and Massaro’s
[15] and King’s [18]. But more general models, de-
fined in terms of musculature [31, 36] or simulation,
[35] introduce complications that stand in the way of
real-time performance and easy customization. We have
constructed a new alternative,RUTH, by organizing the
design and implementation of a face animation system
around the investigation of conversational signals.

In particular,RUTH is designed withcodingin mind;
RUTH accepts text with open-ended annotations speci-
fying head motions and other facial actions, and permits
the flexible realization of these schedules. This also con-
trasts with approaches such as Perlin’s [30] or Brand’s
[5] that animate speech merely by applying generative
statistical models. Many applications demand coding.
In autonomous conversational agents, for example, a
rich intermediate language between the utterance gen-
eration system and the animation system helps organize
decisions about what meaning to convey and how to re-
alize meaning in animation. (See the work of Cassell
and colleagues on generating meaningful hand gestures
[9] and coordinating them with other communicative ac-
tions [10].) In fact, the facial signals of prior agents
[29, 32, 13] are just eyebrow movements and are planned
independently of other communicative decisions;RUTH

should make it easier to take the next steps.

Likewise, in developing and testingpsycholinguis-
tic theoriesof conversation, predictable, rule-governed
realization of abstract descriptions makes computer an-
imation an important methodological tool [9, 29, 25].
Coding-based animation systems allow analysts to vi-
sualize descriptions of observed events, so that analysts
can obtain a more specific feel for alternative models.
Coding-based systems can also generalize away from
observations arbitrarily, so that analysts can, for exam-
ple, explore anomalous behaviors which might be very
difficult or impossible to get from people (or statisti-
cal models fit to people). The same flexibility and con-
trol makes coding-based animation a natural ingredient
of empirical studies of perception; Massaro and col-
leagues’ explorations of human speech perception that
use mismatched sound and animation are the classic ex-

ample [25]. Krahmer and colleagues are conducting
psycholinguistic studies of conversational brow move-
ments using coding-based animation [19].

In formulatingRUTH’s input as this abstract, mean-
ingful layer, we do not discount the importance of quan-
titative variables in conversational agents. We simply as-
sume that range of movement and other quantitative as-
pects of motion do not contribute to the symbolic inter-
pretation of discourse. Rather, they provide quantitative
evidence for speaker variables such as involvement and
affect. This is already the norm for intonation, where
[20] presents evidence (and [6] provides an implementa-
tion) linking perceived emotion to pitch range and voice
quality of speech; and for manual gesture, where Chi
and colleagues model the emotional variables that quan-
titatively modulate symbolic action [14]. Combining a
symbolic specification of discourse with complementary
specifications of affect and personality that are realized
across modalities remains important future work for fa-
cial animation. To this end, we are extendingRUTH so
that planned motions can undergo probabilistic transfor-
mations (as in [30]), so as to achieve greater variability
within RUTH’s coding-based framework.

With the surge of interest in interfaces that engage
in natural embodied conversation, as seen for example
in [11], we expect thatRUTH will provide an impor-
tant resource for the scientific community. In particular,
most of the end-to-end systems described in [11] cre-
ate abstract schedules for animation that need to be re-
alized;RUTH naturally fits into such an architecture and
enhances its functionality. Nor is there any obstacle, at
least in principle, to integrating the insights ofRUTH’s
design and architecture into other frameworks and ani-
mation systems.
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